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About This Game

All That Remains is a 90s inspired eerily atmospheric adventure narrative that lets you experience one man’s life as he comes to
terms with his final moments on an abandoned Earth. When is it too late to make the right choices?

When our planet has been damaged beyond repair and society has moved on those that stay behind must come to terms with
their decisions while suffering a poisonous smog and the aggressive privatization of a world left behind in this post-apocalyptic

alternate history.

An engaging interactive narrative/walking simulator.

A deep and original narrative told through the world and your memories.

Stealth and exploration elements seamlessly blended into experiential game play.

Original score featuring 6 unique tracks.

Short and sweet (40-60 minute play time).
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Title: All That Remains
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Elysian Games
Publisher:
Elysian Games
Release Date: 10 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon HD 6870, 1 GB / GeForce GTX 460, 768 MB

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible soundcard or onboard chipset

English
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This is a copy of Boom Beach, But its retextured.. better than pubg and fortnite. Nice game to blow of some steam.
Quick decisions, and fast reflexes needed.
Mechanics are simple, yet there is this elegant freedom of movement.. This game is soooo cool. I absolutely love the concept
and its very more-ish....just going to finish this batch of claims, then I'll go to sleep, for real this time.....

As I work through the discoveries and quests, I find myself wanting more. More of this, more pods more civilizations more
planet things...more, please.

Basically, you find planets, and scan them, and if suitable, fix them up and plonk colonists on it, and are rewarded with monies
to buy things - things that improve your ship, make fixing up planets easier, or allow you to craft various things...so you can go
colonize more planets.

The click click click does get a bit of repetitive after you've made your first 50 colonies or so, perhaps a suggestion to discover
tech to upgrade scanning drones that can do multiple sectors at once is an idea ...earn your convenience! Same thing with the
using many 5-10% kits to repair really damaged infrastructure, a way to do this in build would be a nice quality of life feature.
I'd like to see more bookmarks too, perhaps a way to rename planets (though the names some of them come up with are
hilarious). So yeah, some convenience things aren't there, but its still really fun.

I'd absolutely buy a sequel or expansion to this. Please make more.. For three bucks, this is the best two-and-a-half hours I've
ever killed. 9/10 wish there was better gamepad support and omnidirectional swording.. C'mon guys let's be real. This 'game' is a
piece of trash. Literally answering "0" ends the game. Anyone's grandmother could program better s*** after taking a 1 hr
programming class. A seasoned programmer could write this 'game' in one line.

Reading some of the reviews, I gather that this 'game' was written by a 7 year old. Even assuming that is true (I very much so
doubt a 7 year old did everything himself, setting up a paypal, filling out the digital paperwork, etc AND didn't even handle the
case answer = 0 correctly) he (probably moreso whoever is helping the kid. parents?) deserves the criticism for monetizing this
trash. This 'game' would have been impressive or even notable if it was written by Helen Keller, but it's just a piece of trash.

I paid $0.99 for the 'game'. This review is FAIR, HONEST, AND UNBIASED.
Like seriously, 95%+ Overwhelmingly positive? Most of you reviewers have no god-damned integrity at all.. Considering that
this is a free game, it's not bad. It seems more like an experiment than an actual game though.

The game itself doesn't seem to do any pre-analysis of music, unlike some other games in this genre (think audiosurf) and
instead generates the content on the fly, according to the audio output of your device. I.e. you need to play something in vlc or
your web browser in addition to the game.

The visuals themselves are pretty minimal on the game side and very flashy and abstract in the background. Beeple made the
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flashy backgrounds and they look very nice.

The program runs quite fficiently, as expected from Matt Brown. Unfortunately, the gameplay can get quite bland quite quickly.
Perhaps the dev ought to stick to puzzle games. :\

As a little music visualizer it works well though. Perhaps it ought to be listed as a utility rather than a game.
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THE GOOD: Great way to tell a narrative, good voice acting, nice soundtrack, appropriate aesthetic, easy to 100%.
THE BAD: Difficult to work out what to do at the start, collision detection is iffy but not game breaking.

A four chapter story told through eavesdropping as a bird whilst busily collecting shiny things. A great experience.. Not nice....
Hardcore golf, I have not played the previous part, I will buy it later, but for now I like everything, I would like to have at least
some help with mistakes, but maybe then it would be too casual, I don\u2019t know, I likeHardcore golf, I have not played the
previous part, I will buy it later, but for now I like everything, I would like to have at least some help with mistakes, but maybe
then it would be too casual, I don\u2019t know, I like. A good game. Lots of fun. Addictive!. I'm really glad this was ported
over to PC.
I loved it on my DSi already, it was how I started to make music.
Now I can apply all my knowledge here!

Look forward to some epic tracks from me in the future!. its ok but nala did not like the graphics it needs to be smooth. As a
person who loves to read, I must say that Princess Evangile is one of the most beautifully crafted visual novels I've ever read.
Every charater has their own story and is likeable in their own way. I easily grew attached to each one as they were introduced
one way or another. This novel also holds a hefty 25+ chapters, making it one of the longest novels I've read. There's also some
aspects of a "choose your own adventure" story in here at certain intervals. While not too many of them are present in the story,
they're placed at important intervals that can change the story in unique ways. I also must say that the writing in this novel is
astounding. I found myself smiling, laughing, and even crying during many points of the story. Princess Evangile is one of those
stories that's well worth the price, as well as also reading over for its four different endings. And yes, I said FOUR ENDINGS....
Great game so far, the story is very compelling. It's a very dark dark game. Love the feeling of when a silent one appears. Sends
creepy chills down the spine. The survival aspects of the game are amazing, however the sub levels seem to be a bit tricky.
Using do long runs out looking for supplies, but never make it back due to sub levels falling.
Hands down it's a great game, and a steal of a deal at $5. Would recommend it to any looking for a fun\/dark\/horror surivival
alien based video game.. Great little game!
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